Firmware Change History for TM‐C3500 Series
Version

Category

WAD20000 Changed function
Fixed bug

Detail
Changed to display the message 'Media source settings of the printer (Roll paper or Fanfold paper)' on the LCD.
Fixed an issue that the printer beeps continuously until the initial ink charge is started.

WAD20100 Fixed bug

Fixed an issue that "Service required" occurs before the product life.

WAD20200 Fixed bug

Fixed an issue that the printer may not work, displaying the LCD message 'Printer Error 71'.

WAD30100 Changed function

Changed the minimum printable paper length to 8 mm from 15 mm.
Changed the error message displayed on the LCD when Fanfold paper is mistakenly set while Roll paper is specified in
'Media source setting'.

WAD30200 Fixed bug

WAD30300 Fixed bug

WAD30400 Fixed bug

Reduced the ink consumption when using the printer heavily.
Fixed an issue that unnecessary blank page may appear when borderless printing is performed with the following printer
driver settings:
‐ Media Form : Full‐page label, Continuous paper, or Black mark continuous paper
‐ Print Quality : Quality
‐ Borderless printing : Set "Enable"
Fixed an issue that the final printing pass of the last sheet overlapped with the previous printing pass.

WAD31000 Added new function Added the "Quality (Mode2)" mode to Print Quality.
Added a setting to Paper Loading in the setting when the roll paper cover is closed.
Added a function to extend the printable range of the lower end of the label by turning on the Dip switch 3.
Changed function

Changed the amount of paper feeding until the media form error is detected.
Changed the self‐test printing regardless of paper form specified in the product.
Changed the way of displaying an error name so as to scroll its name if an error in which its error code is displayed on the
LCD.

WAD31100 Fixed bug
WAD31200 Changed function
Bug fix

Fixed a bug that Web Config password is not saved.
Changed the LCD message in the following languages since the intention in Japanese was not properly expressed:
French, Italian, Portuguese, and Dutch
Corrected spelling in the LCD message. (Dutch)

